
AGORA STUDIO
Brussels

The European Parliament offers at the heart of its central building in Brussels
the Agora Studio. This state of the art broadcast studio is integrated both with
the lobby area and the so-called VoxBox, the multimedia studio for web and
radio purposes.

The Agora Studio is equipped with a HD led wall composed by 8 slices of
screens one metre wide. These 8 elements can be positioned on a first circular
track around the set (360 degrees). These innovations, based on digital
technology and HD, require a high level of quality regarding the graphic
elements used on the screens. Each screen combination needs a video file on
Apple pro res HQ 2560 pixels / 800 pixels.

The Agora Studio is equipped with a second set of 4 low res screens, 2 on the
left and another 2 on the right. These four elements can be positioned on a
second circular track around the board. The set has been designed to offer
maximum flexibility. In terms of production SD/HD are switchable between all
1080i, 720p and 625i formats at 50Hz.

Main technical features
- Up to 10 Grass Valley LDK 8000 cameras, lenses on request
- 1 Jimmy Jib Triangle 4m and 2 HF cameras VISLINK system
on LDK8000
- Switcher KAHUNA  2 ME, 40 IN, 4 Key/ME, 8 RAMrecs
- Monitorwall 3+1 PANASSONIC 50”Plasma with MIRANDA
Kaleido 4U
- Matrix Leitch 32x32
- Graphics Rack: DEKO 1000HD
- Shading position: TEKTRONIX WFM7120
- Sony OLED monitor
- Teleprompteur AUTOCUE

Audio:
Lawo 56 mixer Mc2 56MKII with 32 fader and RTW-TM9 integrated

8 wireless belt packs with MKE-40 lavalier
2 wireless handheld microphones
4 wireless in-ear transmitters with IFB’s the first half

Computer for audio playout and audio recording
1 ISDN Orban with G.711, G.722, MPEG Layer 2 and MPEG Layer 3 codecs
1 Telephone Hybrid
PPM RTW metering
2 translation booth, each for 2 translators (on request)

Intercom
Riedel Artist 32 frame with 6 IC positions for Director, Assistant, Production, Shading, VTR,
Lighting director.
Standard duplex communication with Floor manager, Sound Assistant with wireless system
Standard duplex communication with cameras and crane
IFB communication with Host and guests

Recording:
MCR with all possible formats and FTP solutions
VTR’s 1 Beta Multi Standard DVW-M2000P
1 XDCAM HD PDW-HQ1500
1 XDCAM HD XDS-PD1000
Server K2 Summit

Broadcasting
Transmitted via EBU/VRT in Brussels or Live U to
ENEX HQ. REC on FTP

LED walls backdrop
High resolution: 8 panels with a combined resolution of 2560x800. 1 picture file or 1 quicktime video with this
resolution can be put on the screens in any desired combination. (1x8 ; 2x4; 2+4+2; 4x2; 8x1)
Low resolution: 4 panels with a combined resolution of 1152x104. 1 picture file or 1 quicktime video with this
resolution can be put on the screens in any desired combination. (1x4; 2x2; 4x1)



With a surface area of 225 m², this indoor studio can host panels of up to a
dozen people, with or without an audience. The set-up can be arranged in
various manners, easily adaptable to the individual needs of TV stations, and
to accommodate large numbers. Adequate space is allocated for the signage
& identity of TV stations.

Debates are filmed by 6 robotic cameras, managed from the central control
room. All surroundings, walls, floor can be adjusted to a standard format by
using a grey and/or black backdrop or coverings for moveable decoration.

The control room consists of 3 control desks:
· the main control desk to manage the entire programme
· the cameraman's desk to control the robotic cameras and the light.
· the production desk for station managers or technicians in charge of the
studio

This system controls all recording and transmission to the parent station. It
can accommodate all professional production 4/3 or 16/9 formats, in SD or
HD, or both simultaneously.

Main technical features
15m x 15m studio to host <50
360° surround Blue Key technology
6 GVG LDK 8000 cameras mounted on Shotoku robotic heads
Ultimatte 11 keyers
3 ME Snell & Wilcox Kahuna video mixer
100KW of light spread over 48 pantographs controlled by a Compulite
Vector Rouge light mixing console
DiGiCo D5 Live audio mixing console
- 6 GVG LDK 8000 cameras (HD & SD) mounted on TP-80 AVR Shotoku
legs
- 6 Shotoku robotic heads
- 2 extra GVG LDK 8000 cameras for 'Top Shot' and a 'shoulder' camera
- On location filming, as required
- 306° of grey cycloramas, black on ¾ of walls
- 360° Blue cyclorama and blue floor for special effects.

Lighting equipment
Vector Red lighting console
96 Sine Wave dimmers
48 IFF FUSILIFT double pantographs

Projectors (non-extensive list):
24 cyclo Selecon 1250W projectors
40 Fresnel 1000W spots
10 Fresnel 2000W spots
6 Poursuite Robert Juliat projectors
6 automatic Martin Mac 700 projector yokes
20 PAR DST 1000W projectors
10 Desisti Botticelli projectors with ambiance lighting
30 Nesys Lighting System 110 lighting boxes (4 fluorescent
lights)---

Mixing
DIGICO D5 Live digital mixing consoles, 48 analogue channels
and 56 digital channels, 8 HF lapel mics, 12 table mics, 4 HF
earpieces, 3 interpretation booths for 3 working languages

Recording:
MCR with all possible formats and FTP solutions
VTR’s 1 Beta Multi Standard DVW-M2000P
1 XDCAM HD PDW-HQ1500
1 XDCAM HD XDS-PD1000
Server K2 Summit

Broadcasting
Transmitted via EBU/VRT in Brussels or via Live U to ENEX HQ.
REC on FTP

JAN STUDIO
Brussels



LOBBY SET
Strasbourg

Main features of the control Room
- Up to 10 Grass Valley LDK 8000 cameras, lenses on request
- 1 Jimmy Jib Triangle 4m and 2 HF cameras VISLINK system
on LDK8000
- Switcher KAHUNA  2 ME, 40 IN, 4 Key/ME, 8 RAMrecs
- Monitorwall 3+1 PANASSONIC 50”Plasma with MIRANDA
Kaleido 4U
- Matrix Leitch 32x32
- Graphics Rack: DEKO 1000HD
- Shading position: TEKTRONIX WFM7120
- Sony OLED monitor
- Teleprompteur AUTOCUE

Audio:
Digico D5 mixer with up to 96 mono channels

8 wireless belt packs with MKE-40 lavalier
2 wireless handheld microphones
4 wireless in-ear transmitters with IFB’s the first half

Computer for audio playout and audio recording
1 ISDN Orban with G.711, G.722, MPEG Layer 2 and MPEG Layer 3 codecs
1 Telephone Hybrid
PPM RTW metering
2 translation booth, each for 2 translators (on request)

Intercom
Riedel Artist 32 frame with 6 IC positions for Director, Assistant, Production, Shading, VTR,
Lighting director.
Standard duplex communication with Floor manager, Sound Assistant with wireless system
Standard duplex communication with cameras and crane
IFB communication with Host and guests

Recording:
MCR with all possible formats and FTP solutions
1 T2 GVG
1 XDCAM HD PDW-1500
1 XDCAM HD XDS-PD1000
Server K2 Summit
1 Beta IMX
1 DVD recorder

Broadcasting
Transmitted via EBU to Geneva or via Live U on 4G to
ENEX HQ . REC on FTP

The Lobby Set is integrated in the open space allocated for the audio-visual media next to Strasbourg’s chamber. It overlooks the river
that surrounds the EP compound, just above the protocol room and the protocol arrivals area for Heads of State, Prime Ministers and
other personalities. The Lobby set is just at the centre of the news action during Strasbourg sessions.

The studio is equipped with up to 10 HD broadcast cameras to suit the needs of our partners. A 7 metre crane offers beauty shots of the
area. There are interpretation booths available to enable multilingual debates. Multi-format recording facilities and FTP solutions are
available. In case of live transmissions the parking space for the trucks is less than 100 metres far from the studio. The Lobby Set is
operational from Monday PM until Thursday AM during the sessions.



STAIRCASE SET
Strasbourg

The so-called Staircase set enables the journalists to make 1+1 or 1+2
interviews right in front of the entrance to the chamber.

The sphere of the hemicycle serves as background. This set is integrated in
an modern looking spiral staircase that connects the protocol arrivals area
and the accesses to the chamber from different levels.

The set is equipped with 5 HD broadcast cameras. It´s operational during
Strasbourg sessions from Monday PM until Wednesday PM. Multi-format
recording facilities and FTP solutions are available. In case of live
transmissions the parking space for the trucks is less than 150 metres far
from the studio.

The compact size of the set makes it flexible and easy to adapt to last
minute customer needs.

Main  technical features
- Up to 5 Grass Valley LDK 8000 cameras, lenses on request
- Switcher GVG KAYAK  2.5 ME, 40 IN, 5 DVE, 4 Key/ME, 6
RAMrecs
- Monitorwall 2 samsung 55"LED with APANTEC 32 in 4 out
- Matrix 40X40 blackmagic
- Graphics Rack: Visual CG3D
- Shading position : LEADER LV7700
- Teleprompteur

Audio:
Digico SD9 mixer with up to 32 mono channels

4 wireless belt packs with MKE-40 lavalier
2 wireless handheld microphones
2 wireless in-ear transmitters with IFB’s the first half

Computer for audio playout and audio recording
2 ISDN CONECT TRIO with G.711, G.722, MPEG Layer 2 and MPEG Layer 3 codecs
PPM RTW TM9

Intercom
Riedel Artist 32 frame with 6 IC positions for Director, Production, Shading, VTR, Chef tech,
audio operator.
Standard duplex communication with Floor manager, Sound Assistant with wireless system
BTR 700
IFB communication with Host and guests.

Recording:
MCR with all possible formats and FTP solutions
1 T2 GVG
1 XDCAM HD XDS-PD1000
2 AJA KIPRO

Broadcasting
Transmitted via EBU to Geneva or via Live U on 4G
to ENEX . Rec on FTP



LIVE STAND-UP POSITIONS
Brussels

LIVE STAND-UP POSITIONS
Strasbourg

EP>EBU via fibre& satellite

EP>ENEX via Live U
server and DSL line

PHS BUILDING ENTRANCE HEMICYCLE INSIDE THE HEMICYLEJAN BUILDING - CORRIDOR PHS / ASP BUILDING - WIERTZ STREET

LOW BUILDING ENTRANCE HEMICYCLE LOW BUILDING BEHIND HEMICYCLE LOW BUILDING CABIN HEMCICYLE OUTSIDE LOW BUILDING

EP>EBU via fibre& satellite

EP>ENEX via Live U
server and DSL line

EP>EBU via fibre& satellite

EP>ENEX via Live U
server and DSL line

EP>ENEX via Live U
backpack unit on 4G

EP>EBU via fibre& satellite

EP>ENEX via Live U
backpack unit on 4G

EP>ENEX via Live U
backpack unit on 4G

EP>ENEX via Live U
backpack unit on 4G

EP>ENEX via Live U
backpack unit on 4G

Soon on HD HDHD Soon on HD

HD* HD* HD* HD*

*HD through backpack unit and 4G, DSL will be available after Strasbourg site renovation (2017)



Stand Up Stand Up Staircase set Lobby Set JAN Studio Agora Studio
Venue BRU STR STR STR BRU BRU

SET UP, DECORATION AND BACKGROUND

Surface 10m2 10m2 20m2 120m2 225m2 148m2
Suitable for debates      
LED screens integrated (low and high resoution)      
Plasmas on the background      
Open background next to the Chamber      
Open background inside the Chamber      
Possibility of accomodating audience      
Maximum amount of guests with 1 presenter ❶ ❶ ❷ ❻ ❻ ❻
Maximum amount of guests with 2 presenters   ❶ ❺ ❺ ❻

OTHER TECHNICAL SPECS

All necessary staff provided by the EP      
Possibility of Pre- and Postproduction      
Autocue      
Opening/Credits/VTR inserts      
Number of broadcast cameras ❶ ❶ ❺ ❼ ❽ ❽
Number of webstreaming cameras      

DEFINITION, RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION

Live output EBU      
Live output ENEX - Live U on Ethernet      
Live output ENEX - Live U on 3G/4G      
Live output SNG truck provided by the TV      
Possibility of incoming feeds via EBU/SNG/Skype      
HD REC*      
HD LIVE via EBU      
HD LIVE via SNG provided by the TV      
HD LIVE via ENEX - Live U on Ethernet      
HD LIVE via ENEX - Live U on 3G/4G      
Possibility of Webstreaming      
FTP transfer after REC      
Video return (online)      
Video return (Visicable +- 100 channels)      

BOOKING AND PREPARATION

Minimum preparation time on spot (Mon-Thu) 20 min 10 min 30 min 45 min 45 min 1 hour
Minimum booking time (if operational) 20 min 10 min 1 hour 1 day 1 day 2 days

OTHERS

Make up facilities on spot      
Hair dresser facilities**      
Interpretation booth on spot      
Interpretor provided by the EP      

*HD Stand-ups can be recorded + sent by FTP at the Multimedia department

**Available in Brussels premises but not provided by the AV Services

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Broadcast TV studios and stand-up positions in Brussels and Strasbourg


